
FE BOYER CTl{ERs ELUE DE DION ELBOW FAILURE
A few months ago I was out in the P6 and was heading towards the

motorway to come home. I had just slowed down for a set of traffic lights
when there was an almighty noise followed by the driver's side rear of the car
dropping and then a scraping noise as I literally ground to a halt.

At first I thought I had lost a wheel but then thought the De Dion tube had
collapsed. I called for the low loader and got the old girl home.

What actually happened was the De Dion elbow on the drivers side had given way
where it mounts to the trailing arm.

The spring pushed the trailing arm down
and there was no downward force at the elbow so the
wheel moved up in to the wheel arch.

I had to get a new De Dion elbow but also did not
want another failure, especially at speed. I looked at the
options and noticed that a main supplier does
reconditioned elbows, which turned out to be typically
Australian re-imports cleaned up.This option really
didnt meet the standards I was wanting, so after
speaking to a few people I decide to get a good second
hand item, have it strengthened and then protected from the elements.

The methods of protection come down to painting, powder coating and coating in anti-rust wax.All
of which have their merits but what about the inside of the elbow, how do you clean the rust and
ensure good surface coverage of paint or powder.Then out of the blue I thought, why not get them

galvanised? lt gets every where and wont chip away or
flake off like the other options.

I located a company that does galvanising and had a
good friend of mine,Tom Wilson (R.O.West of
Scotland), to weld in a couple of strengthening plates.
Before I had them done I put in bolts to save having to
cut the threads afterwards as they would have been
filled during the process. N.B. lt is only necessary to put
bolts in holes with threads.

I collected the pair of elbows on Friday and was very
impressed, they were like new. Before I rebuilt the axle there were a few things I needed to do. I
removed the bolts and then ensured the flange was flat and free of lumps ofgalvaniser.After that it was
just a case of re-assembling the axle. I used new nuts and bolts, partly because 30 years of dirt took its
hold on them.

Hopefully the elbows will now see me out and the cost of galvanising was cheap.The place I used
charge by the post galvanised weight and a minimum charge of f50 plus vat.

As for the safeqr critical part I am more than pleased with the result.
Colin McArthur -West of Scotland

BRAKE PROBLEMS
It will be hepful n refer u o cross section ofthe servo- there is one in both the service monuol ond the

Hoynes monuol.
I hove hod my shore of brol<e servo problems so I hope the following is helpful.
lf the brake pedal is going to the floor when the engine is started it means that the manifold vacuum

is operating the slave cylinder without driver input.This can only occur if the diaphragm top (opposite
side to hydraulic cylinder) is open to atmosphere.This means that either of the following is leakingi

a) the brake diaphragm.
b) the air valve or its diaphragm.


